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Explanation of Stimulus Labeling

An example of the experimental stimuli used can be viewed in the video

*Example_Stimulus*(1a-FemF1-M2).mp4. All stimulus videos were labelled by experiment section (1a, 1b), visual stimulus (male face/“Mal”, female face/“Fem”, fixation cross/“Fix”), and which gender (male/“M”, female/“F”) is voicing which of the six word lists (L1-L6). Thus the video labelled “1a-FemF1M2” corresponds to the female face (Fem) on screen with a female voicing list 1 (F1) and a male voicing list 2 (M2) in experiment 1a. There were 36 videos used in total; 18 in each of the two sections (1a and 1b), with six male face, six female face, and six fixation cross variations each.